The Confucius Institute at PSU offers
CIPSU MIM Asia Trip Presentations
MIM Students’ Presentation on their recent Asian Trip (Shanghai China; Tokyo Japan, Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam)

Susan Forrester – From Oregon, studying Chinese in the MIM Program, will talk about her experiences in Vietnam.

Joshua Thorpe – From Oregon, studying Chinese in the MIM Program, will share his observations on the similarities and differences in levels of development between Japan, China, and Vietnam.

Vu Tran – From Vietnam, studying Japanese in the MIM Program, will talk about the rapid economic development in Vietnam, and how that rapid development will affect Vietnamese society, people, and culture in the future.

Ricky Hermanto – From Indonesia, studying Chinese in the MIM Program, will talk about his cultural experience in Japan and Vietnam. This was his first time to visit both countries. He will also talk about how Shanghai’s improvement right now compared to his visit 3 years ago.

Xuan Hui (Rebecca) – From China, studying Japanese in the MIM Program, will share her feelings about how these three countries are related, as well as some points on basic Chinese culture from the trip.

Time: Friday, April 26, 2013 at 6:30-8:00 PM
Place: SBA 490 (615/631 SW Harrison Street, Portland, OR 97201)
Chinese Corner Event starts at 6:00 PM

For more information, please send an email to: Confucius@pdx.edu
or call Confucius Institute at Portland State University at 503-725-9810